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crane accessories

clamshell buckets auto-leveling
pallet forks

concrete buckets man baskets self-dumping
bins

hoists

lock block lifters material bins

material hoists

Jaso GM-1500

man / material hoists

CHAMP US-6002-2R



our towersour mobile fleet

10 ton tadano - tm1052

52 feet of reach with an 18 foot deck used 
in heavy commercial delivery.

22 ton manitex - 2281

12 foot deck with fifth wheel.

30 ton tadano - rt

12 foot deck with fifth wheel.

40 ton terex - t340 + t340xl

12 foot deck with fifth wheel.

50 ton grove - 600e rt

120 Ton Liebherr - ltm 1100 5.2

18 ton tadano - tm1882

82 feet of reach and is equipped with a fifth 
wheel for hauling trailers or a removable 
16 foot deck.

our city fleet

j300n
Inside line pull 13,227 lbs. 6000 kg. / 26,290 lbs. 
11,925 kg. (65 ft) 20m
At the tip 5952 lbs. / 5070 lbs. 2700 kg / 2300 kg 
at (246 ft) 75m 
Fixed base footprint 7ft x 7ft (2.16m x 2.16m) 

j52ns (city crane) 

Inside line pull 5500 lbs. 2500 kg. (65ft) 20m
At tip 2100 lbs. 960 kg / 2400 lbs. 1100 kg at 
(175 ft) 53.6m 
Ballast base foot print 14.7ft x 12.5ft
 (4.5m x 3.8m) 
Fixed base footprint 4ft x 4ft (1.18m x 1.18m)

MR Crane offers a diverse and efficient line of tower crane capability. We work with you 
from the planning stage to a seamless set up and a safe dismantling, aiming to provide 
you unmatched service each step of the way. MR has helped change the landscape of 
the Vancouver Island region since 2008 and we are confident we can help you with 
your next big project. 

We offer a modern fleet of mobile cranes perfect for various situations, from tight city 
streets to heavy lift and transport of materials. Our skilled operators want to use their 
experience and expertise to work with you to complete your next project big or 
small. 

Our luffing city cranes are perfect for tight city streets and busy job sites, providing 
the capacity needed for your build, while maneuvering the urban environment. 

fm gru (self erect)

Inside line pull 8800 lbs. 4000 kg (10ft) 3m 
At tip not luffing 2100 lbs. 950 kg (115ft) 35m 
Ballast base footprint 13.7ft x 13.7ft 
(4.2m x 4.2m) 

Wolffkran 226 SL 
Inside line pull 26,460 lbs. 12000 kg (41 ft) 12.5m
At tip 3500 lbs. 1600 kg (197 ft) 60m
Ballast Base footprint – 19’-8” x 19’-8” (6m x 6m)
Fixed Base footprint – 6ft x 6ft (1.85m x 1.85m) 

Wolffkran 325 SL 
Inside line pull 26,460 lbs. 12000 kg (67 ft) 20.4m
At tip 4000 lbs. 1810 kg (246 ft) 75m
Ballast Base footprint – 19’-8” x 19’-8” (6m x 6m)
Fixed Base footprint – 6ft x 6ft (1.85m x 1.85m)

Wolffkran wk 160 b
Inside line pull 26,000 lbs. 10,886 kg inside 25m 
At tip 5200 lbs. 2177 kg at 50.6m 
Ballast Base footprint – 19’-8” x 19’-8” (6m x 6m) 
Fixed Base footprint – 6ft x 6ft (1.85m x 1.85m) 

Wolffkran 7031
Inside line pull at 82 ft (25m) 22,046 lbs. 
70m of Jib (230ft) at the tip 5952 lbs. 

Wolffkran 148 sl
Inside line pull 17,640 lbs. 8000 kg (52 ft) 15.9m 
At tip 4400 lbs. 2000 kg (164 ft) 50m
Ballast Base footprint – 19’-8” x 19’-8” (6m x 6m)
Fixed Base footprint – 6ft x 6ft (1.85m x 1.85m) 


